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Pando is one of the leading manufacturers of premium level 
wine coolers. For already many years, we are experts in the 
demanding task to ensure a perfect cooling and preservation 
of �ne wines via a wide range of high-end wine coolers for 
residential use.

The great knowledge we have acquired over the years with 
wine coolers, combined with Pando’s commitment to serve 
our clients and to focus on innovation, has led us to expand 
our line of products, so far specialized in the cooling of 
�ne wines, towards a new product category: The Pando 
Beverage Cooler.

The new range that has been specially designed to always 
maintain, in an orderly and very effective way, your most 
select drinks at just the right temperature.

Pando Beverage Coolers are perfect for any residential 
home or client, who likes to enjoy those unique moments, 
where having a cool, refreshing drink becomes a great 
experience.
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The top metal shelf
incorporates an extra glass shelf

Interior lighting using blue LED strips
with high energy ef�ciency

Silent and very effective compressor
that cools quickly and maintains

a stable temperature
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The extractable metal top shelf with telescopic 
guides is great for placing cans vertically.

The removable metal middle shelf with 
�xed guides is ideal to store your beverages 
horizontally. It is VERY VERSATILE, because 
it can be removed very easily, and once 
removed, you can place even tall bottles 
into the lower container drawer.

The extractable metal container drawer with 
its sliding guides allows to place all types of 
beverage and containers sizes.

Fixed bottom shelf with capacity to store 6 
beverages horizontally.

In its interior we would like to point out 4 separate 
areas, completely adaptable to any typo of bottle 
or beverage.

1

Bottom container drawer
with mobile separators

3

The perfect combination
of elegance and comfort

1 Temperature zone from 
+2ºC to +12ºC

Blue LED, digital display with 
temperature indicator and controller, 

as well as Open Door Alert.
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Very spacious interior with a capacity to hold up to 114* 
containers.

Its elegant, removable black shelves are very resistant 
and highly functional.

(*) Exact amount depending on distribution and type of containers placed.

We would like to highlight the lower Container Drawer 
that allows to store, in an upright position, all kind of 
bottles and containers with a height of 300 mm. If you 
wish to place taller bottles, you can easily do so, you 
only need to take out the removable, intermediate shelf.

Incorporates telescopic extraction guides that permit an 
extraction of 75%.

The Pando Beverage Cooler incorporates a new, 
innovative system to place and organize a wide range of 
bottles and containers in its lower container drawer.
(See Fig.    3   previous page)

Move the separators of the Container Drawer according 
to your speci�c needs, both, from right to left, but also 
from front to back and vice versa.

Thanks to its fully �exible, mobile separators, all 
beverages, bottles, cans and containers can always be 
kept in a vertical position, and thus guaranteeing safety, 
cleanness and taking full advantage of the maximum of 
its capacity.

The result is an always completely tidy and organized 
container drawer.
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PFMBP 60 PUSH-TO-OPEN
Beverage Cooler under counter

010263

010262

010265

010264

Temperature zone1Size Width60
cm

Door opening

PUSH-TO-OPEN

Finishing Door opens to Product code

Black Glass
Right

Left

Stainless Steel
Right

Left

C

Temperature zone1Size Width60
cm

Door opening

With handle

PFMB 60
Beverage Cooler under counter

Finishing Door opens to Product code

Black Glass
Right

Left

Stainless Steel
Right

Left

010259

010258

010261

010260

C

PUSH PUSH

Professional German hinge with
“Soft-Close” mechanism
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PFMB 60 PFMBP 60 PUSH-TO-OPEN

 Autom. Defrosting

YesTemperature Alarm System

YesDoor open alert system

815 x 595 x 556Product Dimensions - HxWxD (mm)

822 x 600 x ≥575Built-in Dimensions - HxWxD (mm)

220-240V / 50HzVoltage (V) / Frequency (Hz)

556Depth without handle (mm)

596Depth with handle (mm)

72x95Depth and height base_DxH (mm)

1Temperature zones

2Trays

1Container Drawer

1Fixed compartment 

YesGlass base on top shelf 

Elect.-DigitalTemperature Control

2~12°COperating Range (°C)

Yes°C/°F Temperature Display

BlueDisplay Color LED

BlueInterior Light Color LED

YesLight Switch

95°-115°Door Opening Angle

YesAnti UV Glass

3Number of Layers for Glass Door

YesTempered glass 

YesFree Standing

NoIntegration into high furniture 

YesBuilt-under

 Frontal PlinthVentilation, plinth or rear 

125Capacity, Storage Volume (l) 

CEnergy Efficiency Class

STClimate Class

255Energy Consumption (kWh/y.r)

Sound level LwA (dB(A) re 1 pW) 40

Technical Drawings1

www.pando.es

Pol. Ind. El Cros
Av. El Molí de les Mateves, 11
Apdo. Correos nº 21
08310 ARGENTONA
(Barcelona - Spain)

Tel. +34 93 757 94 11
Fax +34 93 757 96 53

Spain: com.pando@pando.es
Export: export@pando.es
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